RATIONAL HOMOTOPY OF SERRE FIBRATIONS
par Jean-Claude THOMAS
Preliminaries.
In this paper we adopt the terminology of [8] and [9] .
Let A denote the Sullivan functor [16] from topological path connected spaces with base point to commutative graded differential augmented algebras over a field k of characteristic zero : 
H(B,d^)-> H(A(M), d^) (^ H(M,k)
) is an isomorphism.
••) t(b) = b ® 1 , p = e^ ® Id^x » where 63 is the augmentation of B.
•••) 0* : H(B ® AX,d) -> H(A(E),d^) is an isomorphism.
•v) There exists an homogeneous basis (^)aeK °^ X indexed by a well ordered set K such that 6/(1®^)GB® A(X<J where we denote by X^ the graded vector space generated by the e^ with j8 < a.
The sequencê for all a and j3 in K and all degrees i and /, the K.S-extension S (resp.the K.S-model (<^,0)) is called minimal.
When, in the diagram (D), 0 induces an isomorphism 0* between cohomologies, the sequence (*) is called rational flbration.
When the base M of (*) is a point, then ((AX,d),$) is a K.S-model of E = F (resp. ((AX, fit), 0)) is a minimal K.S model of E = F if € is minimal).
For all rational fibration (*), with base M, if (<^,0) is a minimal K.S model of (*) then ((AX,rf),0) is minimal K.S model of the fiber F.
Theorem 20.3 of [8] asserts that rational fibrations include Serre fibrations of path connected spaces when one of H*(M,k) or H*(F,k) is a graded space of finite type and n^(M) acts nilpotently in each H^F, k).
It can be easily deduced from definitions that if M, E, F are nilpotent spaces with H(M,Q), H(E,Q), H(F,Q) graded spaces of finite type then («) is a rational fibration if and only the rationalized sequence /Q riQ (**) FQ --> EQ --> MQ is a rational fibration. 
Main results.
A rational fibration (*) is called pure if there exists a K.Sminimal model (<f,0) such that
In this case (B ® ACX^6") ® ACX 0^) ,^) is a Koszul complex [12] and from [5] when k = R, and [17] for k = Q, we have : Recall that (+) is called T.N.C.Z if /* : H^F, Q) -^ H*(E, Q) is subjective, which is equivalent [15] when H*(F, Q) and H*(M, Q) are of finite type and (*) is Serre fibration, to :
iii) The Serre Spectral sequence collapses at the E^ term (d, = 0 r > 2).
In particular the hypothesis of theorem 2 are satisfied when F is a homogeneous space G/H with rkG = rkH, for example if F is a real oriented or complex or quaternionic grassmann manifold, or F = G/T when T is a maximal torus of G or F is a finite product of such spaces. It is proved in [10] b) £'y^ry rational fibration such that dim H*(F, k) < + oo and M ^ a coformal space [13] , [14] with spherical cohomology zero in dimension 2p if n^-^F) ^ 0 ^ W.H.T. d^:
is a K.S-minimal model of a pure fibration
Example 2. -As a particular case of pure fibration we get the notion of pure space. Evidently in a pure fibration the fiber is a pure space; the converse however is false. In [10] it is proved that a space of type F with x^r zero ls a P 111^ space, but the conjecture and theorem 2 fail if we replace the hypothesis "F is a space of type F with Xyr(F) = 0" by the hypothesis "F is a pure space of type F". Indeed consider the rational fibration Example 3. -There exists one (unique up to rational homotopy equivalence) Serre fibration
which is C.T. but not H.T., as it can be easily seen from the calculations of [11] . In view of proposition 1.11 of [8] , theorem 2 follows from the following algebraic version.
THEOREM 2\ -Let & be a K.S-minimal extension with connected base B and dim H(AX
A) First suppose that S is pure then ACX^6") maps into H(B ® AX, d) and from [7] H(AX, d) = ACX^" )ldX°^ • ACX^") so p* is surjective.
B) The converse is in two steps. First we prove that ^ is isomorphic to <sf' with rf'X^6" = 0 and then we show Using only degree argument, we prove that there exists a minimal K.S-extension <^ and an isomorphism (Ids, , §2» Hvx) between <^i and <^ such that and so there exists a minimal K.S-extension ^' and an isomorphism (IdB,^',Id^x) between ^3 and S^ such that
<^':(B,rfB)-> (B® AX,fO-^ (AX,d)
and ^' satisfies Hg+i . This ends the proof of lemma 2 .
Derivations in Poincare duality algebras and proof of theorem 3.
Let Necessarily | ^ | = N and we may put e == v"'"
Then 0(^) = 0, since 9 is nilpotent with respect to CFi,...,j^) .
From lemmas 1 and 2 we deduce, In particular if n = 2 since 0(^i) is always zero,
. This is what we will need to prove theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3.
A) Suppose dim H^ (F) = 2 then theorem 3 is equivalent to the following.
such that B is a connected algebra, dim H((x , jQ, ~d) < + oo ^rf I x | odd ,|^| even then p* ^ surf ec five. B) Suppose dimn^(F)=4 then theorem 3 ,is equivalent to the following.
such that B is a connected algebra. dimH(AX,d) < + oo, dim X 0 *" = dim X^6" = 2 rten S is pure.
We prove theorem 3" by induction on C, in the following manner
where the hypothesis H' g are defined by:
To prove H^ ==»• H^ and Hj "^ H^, we use lemma 1 of IV which again follows from the relation d o d = 0.
In the case fi = 26' for degree reasons H^ = H^ . When S. = 2C' + 1 we prove H^ °=^ H^ .
First, we can assume that A standard argument now ends the proof.
Proof of the corollaries 4 and 5.
A) COROLLARY 4. -Since H^F, k) = H^BG , k) = 0, the Serre spectral sequence collapses at the E^ term so that the fibration 
